Bartender's Tale

Mico Yone — knocked off ya life — and any faith — substantial
25 years is a 00 piece of (your) life — even if you believed
in — biblical portion of 3 score & 3 year, which a bartender
wasn't allowed to — & H

Had had this urge just once before, 25 yrs ago.

Now 25 yrs had gone out of his life when he was looking
life isn't set in stone — life ed want a better clock,
that didn't run fast all time
so station

It won't have said he knew nothing of life — not even a
bartender can make that claim — but he wanted it needed
a better clock (calendar).

Montana book was bit been before, didn't run fast

Which was — Yo says

"That's quite a thing an 00"
Miss You.

Minita voice:
- omniscient
- Tom Harry's son
- Bill Reinking

Kate (Kate of)
Maggie (Nutt of Mag)
Dave
Patty
Id (Hillian)
Midge / Marge
Pam

2oe

Montanan, but what he had been before, had never found,
2oe talks me.

Which um - vs say,
"This is such a thing as of.

"Don't willingly"
advances, shuddled onto, and stuffed wth how had to admit.

Hark: Donut cunt in Curt. Del/Delano
Harrison

"I take it off, market."
Spelling of RU - Rusty
Ladies: Lady / Emily / Em
Were you married?
Rusty

"God Damn damn"
In conventional
"You be her."
"Why don't you kids go to the show?"
"Nature's against it."
occupational squint (from cig smoke)

singed out

wet vs. white

Ev was a kind of gone

impossible

"Keep that up, kid, or we'll get along."

"Not bad, kid."

It had character. My father's

first: someone pays off after TV pitches vanity?

c'd have shouted a, dead bar

tread & shoulders above

scrub cap, denim?

"Got something on you."

move solemnly toward home?

intrinsic to me life

nurtured, hand-wound?

individual

"Another drink? You got it."

silly room

"What in hell

and oh, head: History ticks to time...

- a catastrophe, a war. A sign of death.

- at we, next summer when Z & I found our calling

- Medical Lodge, ominously rich in morn, was (medicinal)

- That puts aside deleterious effects of alcohol

Chicken gut magic

What he does, killed his eyes. "Pink marshmallows."
Miss you not pieces
FY Peak reunion
dam (flying, missile site nearby?) derby?
food
bar scenes

summer vacation

and no nagging part during action
your part here

passions

so many in 1 so on
no sensible human being
the second SoB of a day
nevertheless necessary in
arms-eyedFatRat
lun crazy drunk

engage

I soon decide to another
postpartum
bought in more old paper &
compelling
my partner's standing - badly
and you want
 numérique back from a wet knees

'You better hold the front of me

P. number, of here scientists

I have all extra time I spend my
attitude, in horse-shoe-shape

A real host of Rameau from Blue Rose, NY

I wish...

don't drag on Rameau
was mentioned way that hard I slept

Zo & Zo
Character: nicknamed Straw Hat Roan
Turtleback Hudson
Spaniard
voice: expansive yet contemplative
Pat Hany, fired by Dade?
headdresses dwindled; Canada Dan died...
moody
summer vacation
W/I me I paying particular attention
junior partner
Enchanted Utopia
as any in Shira or CO
reasonable human being
try several 50 B or a day
Gees, standers convention
cross-eyed optimist
b. gray dark
emperor
1 thing leads to another
guts spill
Tomes: never liked paper &
compelling
my father standing... lucidly
food of his youth
Rusty yells Zoe out: I mean
"RTH if you're laying to me"
"You there, kid? Just checking"
Rutherford, my hero...
I heard all over when I think of
mutterings or leave-alone-able?
A dead head 5 Amaran from Blue Rose, MT
Uh oh...
"last days of Pompeii
was endowed w/ that kind I say"
2-30 2:16
Tom & R at home
- Tom to GT, tool boxes vanish

Z & R, Shakespeare in park & market

R as swampers
- Dade on a barge?

Tom to sell

Dial arrives

202 can find 'B like Ensign'
They talk about 'Spender?'
'we were working a (model plan) when
in cap? Rusty?'
'how was 'show?'

construction crew: D P & middle site

204 Yo Brother
Pitches for Yankees: doesn't he?

Lemmy: Does he pitch for Yankees?

"I'm a little short (one month)" Whatev' you got?

The cars go great big.

"She's had 4 husbands."

'grass widow

anemone painting

sleepy sickness

called them Negress

Remember how it was (as a kid)?

Gordon Grogan

Trees fall 00 in human forest too.

History is tragic

growing up by a diagonal

vinl matter - Sat. night

Matt Jeff

Zot moves away? They write?

Elvis' mike

Pop: Why am I me? How come I'm red?

Then a toothpick! Zot

populated by

radioactive

They came to want

in hunting season

drugs hats

nearby supernatural ability

mood music

Tom: Lee Zee

that cluster of years

"I paid her to leave."

Ask around! Maybe something got left out of my personality,

but it never was...

He ad be grumpy

'musical might buy it, made me an offer

'cupboard wagon
No.1 we thrilled w/ R. Nixon
Tom knows w/o @ F. P. in w/h interviewing
Joe finds blue sign
feeling
baseball watching a great actor (performer)
a formative experience
giving up to his reputation
4 wish I did say
Ferris:
for Al's sake, sit, might a real brain ten to ask things
in bedroom portable Sears
keep an eye on us
were sweet to each other
some I cannot get enough of
we weren't exactly outcasts, but
trapped, possible each
bored
I just around edges

Deq to Tom: "Can't see your ears?"
work got out
people got out

1. Kate offers, why not use paper plates
oh, I sue.

"WW?"
cure mailed to another time
compl'y
On what... a rogue am I.
Hastings

reliability
Where are you getting all this?
new teach on life (after Cuban missile crisis?)

what
compl. General head

rain lightning

revolt
I don't remember anything happened.
I was big for my age.
It can be much a dope.
Now-great!
Good people are all dying of.
Holy Peter, Holy Mary.
It's quite a hike.
No (D's van)
Dim tumbled
What in Emm, 51 Gym? Am oral bin him to ask things
that's nature of job
not tell 1 dollar
No heroes/hero?

Jenny
Still among living, are you?
What's 'underwear'?
Pinko/pink around edges
"whole parade" of people left land
formed as a jeweller finish an top short, storms
it get to be habit to move out.
Indian bead pennies
"quite a bit"
going back to another time
bursts of red cubes
Timing of life
G = Electrics?
biz good? Campbells
Nothing ever happens here.
Fantastic
Prairie navy: Hadwick
set it in '50? '61?
lofty
Underlying tension: selling, joint
mean part just out of reach of us.
Silver-haired woman (Proxy)
callow youth

importance of parents

I had thought of it that way. Around 2, there were a lot of things a person had to do. She did.

fixed in my mind

a parent of my mind

sign council inspection. Got that

Dreams were/visions/necessities things, news.

more/Dad incident to p. 29

- the two locked away
- is worth knowing

other, copy

what needs me to do?

am sure not him.
Mad hodge: Tom listening
- characters

Quiet: man o' moon
- Tom away on trips
- two Mad country
- sneaking @ Doyle's (Meat & closed on Sunday)

1963 / weather
- mild
- Doyle

Zoe
- back room
- Shakespeare

Tom fight?

Tom to sell it

Dad

more Doyle incident to p. 27?
- use Two Mad entry
- R RIGHT besser

Kiddo, Quiet
- Just like

What made me do it?
- an ease out her
reliability (Tom’s habits)

"You won’t laugh?"

Penny, Mary Lue.

Fear

Rusty sneaks into look sex on a Sat. night?

Put a run on him

gleeful

Dodge city’s other saloons

a bucket of puppeds

impatiently

also "very" a bit?

sectional view of

Draconian top

Tended to be

sleepy henders were spitters

go before you go onstage

fondly

bit (ectatic) doing a bit

running (zoo)

armpit (Zara)

wiggle worm

Soup

cut thunten

lifted (aturn)

Sarah Nelson

Lee & NYT

udden got Pet Priory
Becky, May 10 - promo
- can do phone interview (or face to face)
- significant
- can do on-line q & a's like Shelf Awareness
- can't do on-line "meet the author"

- reviews: USA Today, Bloomberg, Shulman
- John Marshall @ Daily Beast / rent a list?
- Chi Tribe?

- Nancy Pearl?
- Seattle area media - will go over w/ Michael & Matthew
- Vince Passaro - Oprah
- offer - Michael follow thru w/ Penny?
- Aaron Flint, Voices of MT - Billings; Y/N: Preble & ?

- ready to hear all ideas
- what site, video trailer?
- website up - rest is up to you folks.

? Indiebound # voted for me / elsewhere pooled

- mine danger

Andi, W.Pat Th#

- Sarah Nelson - O
- Bob Harris # WRT
- author w/ Pat Conway # video
she's got to grow up, right? & there's a lot of years left in her & there
it's a young one she's seen that.
what's going on in all that?
haunting: silent lovers, back room
Attic of our dreams, high ad
Sheepdogs: unmarried family
His country suddenly too tight.
Near off Yalani, when R appears
This was: 2057 yet
sincerely unexpected -feeding fowl- can food
Korean War - positive action
Del.ragen loath
wed puppy
Kissing in the tomb of prairie
Movie

Bozeman?

It has to be central in some project (or not). Should write?

Jared in state legislature? Ally of Senator?

"I've always wanted to see Tasmania."

Ron Swanson? Sanderson?

But the one? Helena?

jazz?

#5. Harrison - X-rays

- Grift a vet?

edition pair?

Sweet Thunder

cd. Moscow / Washington doing... well
running gag: "Tasmania" beard

tell Bruce what?

Photol: heart of life is, and... stay still in it.

It's like a breath

We expected a woman to come

Shirley Temple & Elvis Taylor (with Valensi)

conclusion

women and music
Deal evening in copy of LIFE?

Time frame:
- early morning
- 11 am
- 11:30 am
- 12 pm
- 12:30 pm
- 1 pm
- 1:30 pm
- 2 pm
- 2:30 pm
- 3 pm
- 3:30 pm
- 4 pm
- 4:30 pm
- 5 pm
- 5:30 pm
- 6 pm
- 6:30 pm
- 7 pm
- 7:30 pm
- 8 pm
- 8:30 pm
- 9 pm
- 9:30 pm
- 10 pm
- 10:30 pm
- 11 pm
- 11:30 pm

Deal to be in HR after lunch? or next day?

锉 on menu of Top Spot. Even 2 are same.

Just - brain food

? Really imagine his mother will be @ reunion?

Deal taking Ya at Ton

Panhandle

- human body

- in pain of that year, I see...
- distant as Africa

Rusty town

Z: "Then what?"

Porzy: heat of pig iron, some slag still in it. Un like a bastard

I've expected a woman to come

Shelley Temple & Elizabeth Taylor (MONTitizen)

Consulina

Woman & bard existence

homework
written one read, Dec '10

11 - take out all way... to wherever C was, needs to be... all way further than I could, to wherever C was.

11 - banks large

14 - I wasn't exactly sure, but close.

15 - was e

21 - dress more - something that puzzled me a bit more

22 - a note of math, mostly so e can't

24 - rt typed 31 - a syllable / unusual

25 - WWII / polity: asked?

written 44 - a right

47 - typed

written 48 record. a record line / bullet

written 59

written 70

70 lbs

the rest 70 - marble form? written 73

74

75 - very likely knows... if too crazy, it'll be a crime

written

written 80 - dress shoes

written 81 - of typed

written 82 - more plants, or just more shit somewhere?

written 87 - more horse necklace?
Significant changes

9 - Maybe instead of Basque, Blanch/White later on

Pith: Construction in fact, they were gone back then. 
lessons: bright, brilliant/brilliant, may not have been dead end of a bad road.

Kids/Grown for here?

[...]

Dad drawn to New haven

Some describing he can handle a basketball.

Dad?

What did you mean about how you forget a.

P has a birthday of?

P a help to dad - "What did you say?"

Did were you an astronomy project?

Be back sometime this month on your turn.

The n. 4 train ( what? found in your world)

Pappy are you glad?

[...]
Francine: not really. Drifty? 21 yrs old
Proxy wants to get her settled down.
- Keep her from being deported to Canada?
- "Prostitution?"
- "Get her a job she can hold?" Needs direction.
- "Becomes a shep? In OR-MT too cold?"

Food/Drink. Day:
- Water makes life taste.
Proxy: "Vanish? cash [shame] gone?"
- P. Not as [Written up as you'd expect. Cadillac gone?"
They pull out ahead. Food? Francis gone?
- P. [Packed up. Washed away..."

Pete Constantine in back alley car. Can go

[Handwritten text:]
- Want to put down. Dead end in a bad end.
- How come? For here?
- Prostitution - get away w/things for fun?
- Smart I know it.
- Del drawn to New kidney

Torn discover he can train a bartender
- Del?

I'd feel + curious all the if you forgot. Off.
P has a stack of $.
P: help to Del. - let her for help.

Del sees him as interview project?
- Be Bock sometime to check on you two.

Think + than dead cool (to be found in some world)
- Proxy as not well?

Place needed a clean start anyway.
mike from Phoenix

R. realized how much he liked being an only child?
- If I wanted a sister, I wanted it to be just like me myself.

Can spend time inventing - back row?
Bill Reinking: Pulitzer?
Drunk, place dry
Sea ass merchant
Tom rehearsed
Part-Time Thursday
part casts a long shadow. How long it did.

Redly new rental
poetry: High mood
Tom took

R: I had learned a thing new.

Del: new tape recorder
- emerged more
Tom's trip

fimate on landing
dreaming: Canada Dan - evilifying people

Feriliser
Tom leaves keys in car
- Del comments on it: even lock a door or take keys out

7 yrs car?

Stow en Ordon
details & clean up - car, town

palace tribute
Del inspection
Het van

moat outside
ambient sound after in the

Holly poohcock / Jimmy Xmas
in a small tin you don't ask that kind of thing  
- not going to think  
- 2. is the yr mother?  
F: have a trade portable job  
- meet people something come along  
- determined with  

kids think it's a thief  

water P for clue yo being P's mother  

does P work in salon?  

R is torn begins to be disappointed in his father  

asm of tension  

F is a killer? just wealthy?  

Tom part of? make into fall?  

P (F +) vanish?  

will think in (what's needed). silent partner  

what's F to do? + Y + M + over to F + P? 

F: always lots of  

F: + M needs jukebox decent food  

R + Z over hear P + F in salon  

2. jealous of F?  

P as stand-in for M + M  

P moved into T's room? R? what if they really got married?  

P mentions 2nd time around  

- couple that we / F's Jones comment  

P + F in Canada? (F: Grrrr it! )  

dumping  

F: thingy behind bed  

- memories/ boozed trick she learned in juvie  

crossword puzzles she's crosed enough  

F has picked up "jones" from P  

rise of conscience  

tensions from both past + future  

Prexy always fozy  

Vanessa L indi
But as soon as I saw you / Do I saw
Pleading it in (to steal?)
Remarked?

Cookie Bohman

maple nut milkshake

fight in saloon? Pat's Blood

There things happen

Operation Team

final scene:

Tom shouted, Panny's pussy (full of pain)

2. We're watching movie

Your dad can it be?

Stop playing out's intent - end up in 1970

Chuye, Velma, Nance & Louise

Why couldn't my ex that was like

story - our story had a lot of endings
Say, 'I read

3. - check My list

15. - we fight or trouble later - we do Del

16. - check animal feed against other books

16. - check 'Meat is Not Meat'

21. - check Del morning

25. - Tom in laugh - sue again

4 - start line again from here

- call on radio

- change bottle cap?

- was pupil decision of Tom? start new of after ward into him?

55. - check Wet Chamberlain

48 - do Dan contradictions? gain happening? No

50. - P. 13, 72 - jack in 0.97 and in earlier bit? Yairsh? card taped?

- mention Africa later? or Del or ?

138. - and see manually

152. - was story for more than one ending near end

165. - was story for more than one ending near end

You can't understand plain Eng all of a sudden?

166. - Del absurd; he can do it again, p. 25

173. - choose OK?

174. - want writing tool to be

175. - moral edifice: we again later

2. - cleared his throat, confused?

211. - there injured?

221. - let's close T's face?

225. - modern weren't during 1/4, did we? what we have to work w?

231. - facial case of Tom?

3. - drawing

35. - should neural

40. - map design of Tom

43. - more thinking, ask D in afternoon

46. - more thinking, ask D in afternoon

50. - more thinking, ask D in afternoon

57 - more thinking, ask D in afternoon
Rainbow to Barreto's Tale

21 - title
136 - Rainbow Hotel / Southwater / B. water
324 - the reservoir
323 - 
397 - rainbow one / half of chapters our lives have been
233 - request P.D. still catcha 
242 - FIND unfiled
261 - change in weather

where Crown Royal gave
crew K's last tape
we'll think of something

Pi don't get excited
more Don't swall it.
"Teaching a gun

26 - 'Tis laugh
30 T's hat
175 D spellbound

277 lynx: wildcat earlier?

35 laid one FIND OK
370 - 2nd unfiled?

strained 160 strained voice
204 - to
220 - to hear
7 264 sounding strangled
9 323 strained to hear
11 397 "smile
2 - sequenced in Phoenix?

Can be left - handed so they are

16 6am. room C

21 - not mean of world - check R Fair (or Mariah?)
Don't sweat it - continue through.

26 - it's taught quick - sharp like salmon - repeat.

28 

30 - I'm earth - gay. Station

45 - equally beautiful, use again?

52 - pee/pee

162 - Did catch, use again?

172 - I'm earthy. Watch my move all the time.

182 - by a assigned right

206 - body. ET: Earlier fix

232 - smooth, of rarely used, more than once.

add? - She's a grammar (it's name).

add up to an awful lot of changes

insane

have sex

+ disturbing is strongly auras after & every

open brush

302 - Jimmy? Had?

not a perfect consistency - easily

141 used

"say Thank you Fish & Bees"
Barbara's copy adms
didn't done- told Becky

Are you sure?
primarily manual typing
nothing- grows- need

You're seeing things.

They're not sure.

How about "MMan?"
You can do what ever you want.

10/1- Come 12:4

Sankyly/ Swanston

Mm hnn or

Shrink a bit and

Tacted/ twisted
couple of f ingers then.
cafe

Add up to an awful lot of clothes

Including

Back seat

+ Disturbing by chang's senses after 7th... in

space truck

3412 - Jimmy x had?
not a perfect consistency- ugly

191 - out

? 192 -

cop Thistle etc. Fish x Samoa

sleeping/t med

cafe (smash it ok)

work grows

all a matter 7 voice

1.25
crackers

Eliisa- 150 4 it

Space was empty.
Thunder — 150 pp. needed (40,000+ wds)

No man to see (possible title?)

Montana Day parade again? Rough Riders 1878

— c'wright — Pott doesn't cover

— many pioneer gaps in parade

Old Times convention, a la Elks? (Mudjacks?)

Auto race, Butte — Helena?

Monte needs A Soldier/States as he did Nancy Adams?
II

1-6-8 Purity blue sheet

4-6 right writes Movie

ending

12-15 Alene's Day parade: Movie is non-white w/ same

10-12. Famine match; Mackand @ night

On 21 - editorial back w/ new
- springtime: left book works for a while?

On 22 Celebration comes home
- Grace?

Rough Riders invite

Tax?

money shutdown?

Part One / Two @ "best of roofs"
- mark etc: (new ch)

Movie meets up w/ tutti & Purity?
The Dog Bus

Doral Kyes?
- Walter, 1939 Eng class: yr D born?
- " D's great-uncle?

Gra n: Dorv, son for Dorothy? Dona?
- B began c cer taf @ Renalita? Pete, survey crew boss
- stays w/ someone from 7 to 7 days?

a minimin of family
playwright?

route: Hiway 87 to 2
But I do own bro-lem
store-bought clothes
coat adapt

lence vehicle

made with - an, except - own ranch
- need a cook & food of owner I prepaid?
movie night @ WW?
Sewn + Herman advise D?

When I go in front of audience,
I'm afraid they won't like.

Jeff
He isn't like that.

anything what they feel like.

wish & prayer.
I tell you, still as death.

Get it knocked: if I went rigid feeling

4. How do certain words go together? Think of a thing or two.

Deep breathing

Reason: we've got it knocked. Check it made [man] plussome

Maybe it came from men... Dep't, '69 men that make up standing

---

Lamplight & I heard (out of that sink)

rushed it? (laughed)

uh oh, oh, don't be good by:

Gus Card Vick

-邻 1 paper gone

min voice as quickie as his was
gangly
golden
gold
gold

If 2 things penned out,

great / cold

bullhorn

other wife named

I was down to one sheet

I was impressed, why not, for sure.

That was impressive, I have to grant... frankness.

They looked at me as if I was very delirious or a thing.
generally

Wait, you can't win

Winnipeg
Dog Bum review
D determined to be famous? Let the fire pit (title)
The Memory Book

Humanize Kate
D reads True Romances etc. NatGeo (Ann McC)

Sequence:
- no kids in m'hood (or they're fobs, Kate's gone)
- Tomahawks
- Sat. morn, to train'd ship w/ Herman
- shift of writing to& from
- Kate, "other one" (union agent K knew?)
- panic & loss of $ in garbage

ch. 10
1. # problem; Donny in lumber, M. 'rose poor house
2. red samasta, briefly
3. Donny gone in bed w/ Kate; "jimmy"
4. Zimmermann appears; makes things worse
5. Herman is German! Edna & Danzig
6. Kate ships D home
7. Herman on bus

What you mean by owning money
Billings
Milwaukee Hospital;ningen site or safetdy; Harding/Hardin
- dog loved by Building Carolee? or save Cody? tells them
1. Y'know? Z'man burn son (incident @ rodeo) y'know
2. Butte
3. Big Hole
lucky charm accurate? or I refer to what he's carrying in his pockets. Aren't you comfortable?

pro - Columbian
my review: Nov. 5, '44
7:30 clipping - repeat later?
14 - wish @ heart - used later?
17 - machines \\
manuscript: compare Rags"
18 - meal \\
progress - request @ Rags
22 - click two \\
several - use again?
22 - rather different - use again?
24 - yancy o' harrow - made some effort
27 - . that thrilled me - Germans winning soon. fall war.
I found that thrilling.
41 - capsule - green back special. Rags
49 - zigzag journey
53 - not her lap - mended a lot of lip \\
54 - cut Manning
55 - cut up again
59 - would repeated - unimaginable
89 - pushed hem \\
up-staged?
94 - cousin @ home. FIND & made I word
96 - 2nd attempt \\
better
71 - train family?
93 - council: FIND
99 - pushed itself up OK
99 - 2nd impression terminal suppression big
116 - keep on & OK
123 - little shot - succeeded >
130 - unity: FIND + of times
132 - meaning: @ least of phone boots
134 - yield of logs - abandoned OK > \\
136 - change Schmidt to Smythe - maiden name
142 - changed: rise again?
144 - replaced Schmidt w/ Barzoner
11 - Zehmnan w/ Schneider
16 - her given name, kin - elated. Lzity?
218 - got /t
219 - losing
218 - /ixys
220 - coming
222 - Weil Schmidt
229 - meant
225 - coming (singing out?)
226 - whatever
- important big important have anyway?
229 - cut?
229 - Citizen needs a carbine
230 - get soldier
- Formed a pace
-32 - seat me up: overhead
233 - H revive
235 - nose: overhead
coat neck
236 - lose: seat up carbon w/ (to wind)
239 - quick en suit
- parted again
240 - pulled up
241 - letter etc
245 - sounded
- All at once
248 - J
- important fact etc.
247 - want
- FIELD slang: synonyms